Locally connected to
even better connected online
Local food store and caterer Ebden and Olive
discovers a new way to connect with customers
and grow their business at the same time.

Ebden and Olive managed the devastating
impact of C-19 on their business by taking
it online with Cookaborough in March 2020.
Loyal customers were kept connected to
the thriving yet threatened business and
the people and food behind it. Jodie and
Steve created a viable, predictable and
enduring revenue stream to complement
their retail and catering offering, while
saving them time as well every week.

Highlights
• Organic growth of a customer
database from zero to almost 800
in 3 months, regularly achieving
40+ orders per week with a high
average spend
• Extended their reach across the region,
allowing those unable to get to the store
on a weekly basis to enjoy their food

Situation
Every week Jodie and Steve prepared a selection
of fresh, seasonal meals using local produce, which
customers could purchase in store. Also busy with
catering for weddings and events, they would shut the
shop at lunchtime Saturday to move into fulfilling the
weekend’s event. While never complaining about the
hectic schedule, they were starting to recognise that it
was taking its toll, and were considering how to work
more efficiently. They were, however daunted by the time
and initial cost engaging with web developers in order
to get a bespoke offering built. Then COVID hit. They
were thrown into action yet were still torn – any online
option needed to add value to their retail and catering
operation, threatened during the shutdown, and also
offset the loss of catering events during this time. They
needed an alternative way to make some revenue, that
allowed them flexibility and was very quick to set up.

“We basically went from being fully booked for the
year ahead to losing most of our wedding bookings
in the space of a few days. We needed to establish
what impact it would have on our business...with
the loss of in person visits we definitely needed to
go online, but didn’t know which way to turn.”

• A complete e-commerce solution with
full visibility on orders and profit margins
• The weekly batch preparation
approach made staffing and deliveries
more efficient
• Automated labels and allergen
identification saved multiple hours
each week
• Low risk way of transitioning into
a dual offering (online and retail)
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Solution
By using Cookaborough, Ebden and Olive has
met all of these challenges and added a level
of flexibility and efficiency to the business that
wasn’t there beforehand.
Perhaps most importantly for Jodie and Steve,
Cookaborough has provided them with a viable
and predictable alternative revenue stream to
complement their retail and catering offering,
all the while saving them time every week.

“That first menu offering, I remember being
excited at the first order coming in thinking yep,
this works, and then the excitement at the end of
that first weekly menu cycle. We started off tying
Cookaborough into how the shop used to run, but
now it’s fair to say that we have rearranged things
so the shopfront and our Cookaborough menu
cycle work in harmony”.

Running the weekly meals through Cookaborough
has allowed Jodie and Steve to organise their
staff each week around the release, closure and
preparation of their weekly menu, taking much
of the guess work out. Perhaps most importantly,
Jodie, a self-confessed ‘technophobe’ appreciates
the ease of use of the Cookaborough platform and
is regularly discussing possible new features with
the Cookaborough team – coming a long way in
three months from no e-commerce solution to
successfully using an end to end system that they
will use long term to help their business grow.
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Key features
A few features of the Cookaborough platform were
particularly attractive to Jodie and Steve for moving online:

CUSTOMER CONNECT:
The ability to manage customers from within
the Cookaborough system rather than via
another tool was a very attractive feature
as they would have needed to manage this
via another email service. Also the ability to
invite people to connect through a simple
sign-up process allowed an easy transition for
customers to the new system.

SERVICE:
The dedicated support and guidance from
the Cookaborough team to streamline the
preparation of the system made the transition
to a weekly batch model run smoothly.

RECIPE BOOK:
The one-time entry of recipes and pricing
saves a lot of time when creating menus. All
the automation that occurs within that page
(labels, allergen info, costs, shopping lists) was
the icing on the cake.

INSTANT PAYMENTS:
This is the one thing Jodie and Steve knew
they needed when they transitioned online but
to have this Stripe system connected to the
Cookaborough platfrom was yet another thing
they didn’t need to think about.

“Cookaborough has given us so much more than just an ‘ordering system.’
It gave us a way to service and engage our customers through this challenging time,
and allowed us to try new offerings in a low risk way – if customers didn’t order it, we didn’t
need to cook it. It has grown into an important part of our Ebden & Olive business.”

Recipe for success
For more information regarding Cookaborough and how it could
work for you, please contact enquiries@cookaborough.com
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